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The Zen Center never looked so festive. Bright colored banners waving in the 
April sky ••• at the front door "Jizo, Protector of Children, Welcomes All" ••• pine 
boughs nesting origami birds decorate the portals and animals everywhere--fish swim 
on the dining room ceiling, ox and horse and dog keep watch in the portico, and an 
elephant parades in the zendol 

Zazen first, and then the children come; more children than ever before to cele
brate the Buddha's birth. Roshi gives a short talk on the significance of the occas
ion, and then the ceremony of tea and flowers: first Roshi offers a flower and pours 
sweet tea over the Baby Buddha seven times, then parents and children make their 

" The mind of the Zen adept is fo..ut- re:.a..d.y like a. drawn how. '' 
~ 



offerings. Several older children circle the zendo gathering all the floral offerings 
in large baskets and place them in front of the Baby Buddha. 

Suddenly the sounds of flutes and bells and drwns fill the zendo. A puppet 
theater appears in what seems but a moment, the lights dim, and Asita, the sage, steps 
out in front of the curtain. 

"How do you do, children? I am Asita the sage. A sage is a wise man who knows 
many things, and I am here to tell you s.omethi.ng of what I know. Today is the Buddha's 
birthday, and .so I am going to tell you about the birth of the Buddha many many long 
years ago. So listen carefully ••• 

The .Birth of the Buddha is really one of the most glorious things that ever 
happened. Certainly for Buddhists it is the most wonderful thing. And not only for 
Buddhists. All forms of life--for those in the realms of the hells, hungry ghosts, 
animals, demons and- de-vas--w-ithout- their even knowing it,- .:-eceived a tremendous 
hope. And the hope is that love and compassion triumph over cold reason and stern 
logic. The Buddha's birthday symbolizes the triumph of serene and deep understanding 
over all that divides us. 

Tradition tells us that when the Baby Buddha was born, he walked seven steps and 
a lotus blossom appeared under each foot. And then he said, 'Above the heavens and 
below the heavens, I am the most honored one.r And this is what everyone is saying. 
It is the miracle of the Buddha; it is the miracle of every one of us who has the 
Buddha-nature. So when we pour the tea over the Baby Buddha, let's remember that we 
are really cleansing our own Buddha-nature. As you know when a baby is born it is 
washed of the impurities clinging to it. When we pour the tea and absolutely don t 
think of anything else but how beautiful and wonderful the Buddha is, at that moment 
we are each really a Buddha, pure and divine." 
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GROWING UP WITH ZEN BUDDHISM 

"What can I do when I become angry with my- child or treat 
him unfairly?" 

"How can you encourage a child with praise without at the 
same time aggrandizing his ego?" 

"How does inner discipline develop in a child?" 

These and many bther vital questions were posed during the discussion period 
following Roshi's talk on 11Suggestions for Bringing up Children According to the 
Teachings of Zen Buddhism. 11 Given in the zendo to almost one hundred parents, 
teachers, psychologists and other -members, the talk was the first ever presented 
on this subject and met with an enthusiastic response. Emphasized time and again 
was, "Do not try to force Buddhism onto a child. To do so is the best way to 
insure that he will reject it later on. You just can't force any teaching upon 
someone who is not yet rea_dy. 11 ~ If the parents have provided a home __ environment 
that reflects the emotional and devotional qualities of Buddhism, t hen this will 
always be present on the deepest level to the child as he matures, and "he will 
be able to get into practice when he needs to--in other words, when his karma 
matures." 

THE PRE-NATAL PERIOD 

Before getting into the topic of actually bringing up children, Roshi dis
cussed that of having children. The period of time while the mother is carrying 
the fetus, or 11being-to-be, 11 is considered a very important one in Buddhism. Zazen 
is essential, not only for the physical benefits accruing to the mother but, more 
importantly, as a means of strengthening the mind of the being-to-be. For the 
mother to have a picture of Kannon before her while reflecting upo~ the virtues 
of the Bodhisattva also has a very beneficial effect. 

THE CHILD FROH ONE TO FOUR YEARS 

The Power of Pictures 

From the moment of birth the child is being influenced by the elements of 
his outer envj.ronm~nt. This is why_it is so essential to provide pictures, stories 
and songs that orient the child toward -Buddhist ~ imagery and teachings. 

The-re are countless works of art that have been inspired by Buddhist religious 
themes. One need not be ' limited to reproductions of Buddha and Bodhisattva fig
ures. Buddhist architecture and artifacts--temples, stupas and pagodas ; Buddhist 
religious symbols--the lotus, the Wheel of the Dharma, the ten realms of existence; 
.figures from Buddhist cosmology--wrathful deities, Yama-Raja, animal guardians such 
as the Naga king snakes; any of these subjects can be presented to the child and 
can have a profound influence on him. Further, such pictures, when made available 
to the child, give parents a chance to introduce children to the signifiance of 
certain themes or figures in Buddhist cosmology and practice. Even children of a 
very young age are deeply influence by such pictures. "The picture and what it 
stands for get into the child's unconscious without his realizing it. 11 
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One suggestion for the display of 
such reproductions is to have a kind 
of screen in the child's room onto which 
prints and cards can be attached. Other 
types of art can also be displayed along 
with the specifically Buddhist subjects, 
and the prints can be rotated and changed 
as the child develops. 

Parents may feel that it is very 
difficult to obtain quality reproduc-
tions of artwork such as that pictured 
here. But the sources are actually quite 
varied and numerous; museum shops, tourist 
bureaus, and art shops that specialize 'in 
oriental works are the usual ones. Another 
possibility is to have works of particular 
interest reproduced by a custom photogra
pher directly from Buddhist art books on 
loan from public libraries. Resource
fulness is called for in obtaining fine 
reproductions for children, but the value 
of such pictures cannot be overemphasized. 

The same holds true for Buddhist sto
ries. The following list covers some of 

\ he recommended Buddhist books for children. 

BUDDHIST TALES FOR CHILDREN 
by A. Christina Albers 
pub. by Maha-Bodhi Society of India 

THE LIFE OF THE BUDDHA 
by A. Christina Albers 
pub. by Maha-Bodhi Society of India 

THE ORANGE ROBED ,BOY 
by Patricia Wallace Garlan & 
Maryjane Dunstan 
pub. by Viking Press, New York 

THE LIFE OF THE BUDDHA IN TWELVE 
ILLUSTRATIONS 

pub. by Maha-Bodhi Society of India 

THE LIFE OF THE BUDDHA IN ORIGAMI 
available in Japanese import stores 

THE LORD BUDDHA, A PICTURE STORYBOOK 
by Rev. Senjyu Senda 
translated by Alice Unno 
available in Japanese import stores 

THE LIFE OF THE BUDDHA 
available from the Indian Tourist 
Bureau 
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"FACE ROUND AND AWAKENED" 

In Zen, the ox has often been 
used to symbolize man's primal .nature 
or Buddha-mind. Several series of 
oxherding pictures exist; all illus
trate the developing stages of reali
zation in Zen. This picture, the 
third in a series of four 11th-cen
tury oxherding pictures by Settei, 
depicts the stage where the struggle 
to realize this Buddha-mind is over. 
A picture sue~ as this would have a 
great appeal to a young child. 
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Mealtime Practices 

Eating is another area which parents can utilize in getting children oriented 
toward Buddhism. Chanting before the taking of food, with a traditional chant such 
as "The Buddha's Golden Chain of Love" (see last page), is a practice to which 
children quickly respond. Getting children to learn to gassho as an expression 
of gratitude for the food to be eaten is another practice which children take to 
almost naturally. However, to try to get children to eat in silence was felt to 
be undesirable, especially since mealtimes are in this culture one of the few 
times for families to gather together. 

Emphasizing Personal Experience and Avoiding Lengthy Explanations 

There was a special kind of high school in Japan where the principal had re
ceived Zeri training, and where the methods of instruction were in conformity with 
Zen teachings as this man understood them. One ·day the subject of love came up 
and the students were asked to tell what their notion of love was. One student 
got up and began to quote from the great lover, Don Juan. The instructor went 
up ~to this boy and seized'"him""'by the co1lar. _ .. 

"I don't want any abstract expla~ations of love! I want your 
own experience of love!" 

'!I'm a young boy. I don't know anything about love. " 
He rebukes him again. "Do you have a dog?" 
"Yes." 
"Do you love your dog?" 
"Yes." 
"Well, can't you say how you feel about it? You have your 

mother, your father, your sisters, your brothers, you love them, 
don't you?" 

"Yes. " 
"Then tell me 1your feeling of love for them. Don't quote 

me a book about Don Juan." 

This anecdote vividly 
to speak from experience. 
age with the importance of 
regard. 

demonstrates a basic teaching in Zen: wherever possible, 
Parents are urged to impress children from the earliest 
this, and to be especially careful themselves in this 

Closely related to the point of emphasizing personal experience is that of 
gratuitous explanations. Roshi pointed out, "Zen masters have admonished, 1 Don't 
explain.' You are depriving the student of his own self-understanding and wea.ken-
ing ;-him -at ever-y ·1)04.nt by- providing r-eady answers.. Certainly up to a- point thi_s 
is necessary, but this point is a very sensitive one and parents must be aware · 
that trying to explain everything to a child is not at all desirable. 11 Very 
quickly the asking of all manner of questions becomes a manipulative means by 
which the child seeks either to bring attention to himself or to deflect criticism 
from himself. 

The· question was later asked, "How can we respond to our childrens' questions 
without giving explanations?" Roshi responded, "It all depends where the question 
comes from. Parents must be sensitive to the spirit of a child's questions and 

, must determine whether they issue from a vital and fundamental source, or whether 
they are asked in an attempt to avoid criticism or to attract attention to them
selves. Whereas a response to the latter type would be an indulgence to the child, 
those questions issuing from a real spiritual sensitivity certainly merit a parental 
response. Ironically, these deeper kinds of questionsareoften brushed aside or 
ignored by parents." I 
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The Hatter of Praise 

_,.crB is ·,m.:c..1 cor:1.. L'o v1;;rsy ov .,:;r this matter of praising a child} s e f forts. 
Certainly knowing when and how to praise is a delicate matter. When the question 
was put to Roshi of how to praise without bolstering ego, the response was, "One 
can do as much harm by prais~ng at the wrong time as by condemning at the wrong 
time." An insecure child may need honest praise until he or she is strong enough 
not to look for it, but great sensitivity and a sense of restra1nt are required 
of parents in determining when praise is really helpful. 

The Hatter of Choice 

Presenting a child with unneces~ary choices was another topic discussed by 
Roshi. Gratuitous presenting of choices, especially in relation to ·food, encour
ages the formation of patterns of liking and disliking which become deeply rooted 
in the child's mind, and which are very detrimental to his development. "Our cul
ture encourages this sort of thing, but there is no reason why it has to be this 
way." Roshi pointed out that invariably the child's speech reflects that of his 
parents, <1.nd so the burden rests with them to be ~ware of their own thinking and 
speaking, and to make a real effort to eliminate patterns of picking and choosing, 
liking and disliking, from their own minds. 

Getting Angr_y_ 

"When you have lost your temper or whacked a child unjustly, it is not a bad 
idea to let him whack you back. This is cleansing for both . parent and child, and 
lets the child know that parents, while not perfect, can be fair-minded. 11 lf a 
child provokes a scene or simply flies off in anger and then has feelings of guilt 
or remorse, the practice of asking forgiveness before a statue or picture ot a 
Buddha or Bodhisattva can be encouraged. Such prayers--for help . to be fair, to 
be kind, ~tc.--provide an appropriate channel for a child's repentant feelings and 
can be very effective in maintaining a home environment where moderation prevai ls. 
Further, if parents are to retain the respect of their children they must under 
similar circumstances sit before Kannon with equal contrition. 

"What about Santa and the Easter Bunny?" 

Roshi responded; nwith children, as with adults, we must be flexible. That 
is, we must move along with circumstances when to do so does not involve physical 
or mental danger to ourselves or others. Living in an essentially Christian 
culture as we do, just to go along with these observances in a small way can do 
no harm. 11 

\ 

THE CHILD FROM FIVE TO TEN YEARS 

A Game of Zazen 

Roshi described a family of four children where both parents did zazen and 
every evening the family sat together for fiftekn minutes . .iThe important thing 
}\Tith young children is not to push them too hard, but to make a kind of game of 
zazen and to give each child something to do. 11 In this family one of the girls 
rang a bell ·to signal the start of zazen. One of the oi'der boys went around with 
a stick like a kyosaku. And even though it was . a kind of game, something they did 
not take too seriously (the youngest fell asleep on the mat), it ' is certain that 
this family zazen benefited parents and children both. 

Many different types of musical instruments such as chimes, gongs, finger 
cymbals and wind bells are available and can be used by children in immobile and 
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moving za:zen. Or a child might prefer passing a string of juzu beads (a Buddhist 
rosary) through his fingers while reciting a repentance gatha or some other chant. 
Or a child might have a particular attraction tcward a certain Bodhisattva, and 
to have a small fig1.1,re of it to sit with in zazen could be very meaningful to him, 
In this case, toCA, a certain sensitivity is called for on the part of parents to 
be aware of that for which the child has a strong feeling, and not to impose 
their own wishes in this regard. 

In response to the question, "How does inner discipline develop in a child?" 
Roshi answered: "There is no better way than zazen--not just sitting--but being 
aware at all times," Beyond this, Roshi emphasized the value of a routine for 
children--expecting certain things from them on a daily basis. This is the outer 
form of an inner discipline, and though the child may at first resist the respon
sibility of a ro4tine, he will one day realize its value. This age is Gertainly 
not too young to begin encouraging such awareness and responsibility in a child. 

THE CHILD FROM TEN TO EIGHTEEN YEARS 

"Let's see you walk without your feet." 

When a child reaches this age several new areas of exploration open to him. 
To begin a child practicing some form of disciplined physical exercise, such as 
hatha yoga, aikido, tai-chi-chuan or judo, is highly recommended. Many children 
around the age of eleven or twelve have a real feeling for this kind of activity, 
and it would surely help them in getting into zazen later on. 

For older children with a feel for art, to begin the study of Buddhist art 
can be very inspiring. Parents and children together could visit museums wher.e 
fine figures and prints are displayed. Such exposure to Buddhist art for a child 
with an inclination in this direction can be education! and can lead him in the 
direction of Buddhism, 

Finally, children can be taught the value of hara. Parents can introduce 
little ex-ercises or games l;ike "Let's see you walk without your feet," or "What's 
it like to have no head?" as soon as they feel it: can be done. Parents will find 
that a child of ten or older is often fascinated by the statement that there is 
another center to him than the imagined one of his head, and many children will 

- make their own investigations into hara with just the barest encouragement from 
a parent, Further, Roshi indicated that children naturally have a sense of hara 
and that it is not difficult to bring it up ipto consciousness. "Everybody has 
intuitive feelings. And to tie them up with hara simply means bringing into self-
consciousness what every child already - knows. 11 

-----

Children of high-school age can also organize their own zazen group. At 
the Center more efforts are being directed toward students of high-school age, 
as there seems to be a real openness an<l interest among them. If there has been 
a home environment and parental guidance such as has been described in this ar
ticle, there should be no difficulty in getting boys and girls of this age to 
do zazen in a group of their own, 

18 AND OVER 

Once a person reaches this age he can be encouraged formally to take the 
Refuges and _Precepts in an initiation ceremony into the Buddha's Way. Further, 
he or she is welcome to join the Zen Center to begin the practice of Zen under 
the guidance of a teacher. 

tt * * 
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AFFILIATE GROUPS GROW 

On Saturday, May 20th, two of 
noshi 1 s disciples conducted a seminar
workshop in Atlanta, Georgia. The sche
dule included an introductory talk on 
Zen practice and the purpose of zazen, 
a demonstration of postures and ,methods 
of mind control, followed by guided 
zazen and an open question-and-answer 
period. 

The seminar was sponsored by the 
Atlanta affiliate group, which has 
twenty member:;. The group meets regu
larly to do zazen and listen to tapes 
of Roshi 1 s teishos and . other talks. 
Recently a letter was received at the 
Rochester Center .asking for guidance 
in respe.ct to the organization and 
functioning of the group. Many ~ues
tions we.re asked about such matters 
as chanting, membership contributions, 
zazen schedules, etc. Tl1e two con
ducting the seminar were in Atlanta 
for several days in order to help the 

'--- group with these matters. ~Jerking 
in this manner with affiliate groups 
and conducting seminar-workshops 
provide an opportunity for students 
with advanced training to gain val
uable teaching experience. In this 
sense both the affiliate groups and 
the Rochester Center are strengthened 
and benefited. 

There are presently fifteen 
such groups in this country and Canada. 
They are in Rochester (for thdse who 
have not yet been interviewed for mem
bership,) Albany, Annandale-on-Hudson, 
Buffalo, Binghamton, Ann Arbor, Boston, 
Denver, St. Petersburg, Niami, Cleve
land, Hashington, D.C., Atlanta, and in 
Kingston and Toronto, Canada. In 
Annandale, Ann Arbor, Cambridge, and 
Toronto houses have been rented or 
purchased where some members of the 
affiliate groups live. Other members 
may come to eat, to wor~, and to do 
zazen. Those living in these Zen houses 
make every effort to maintain 'a disci
plined schedule and an atmosphere con
ducive to Zen practice. 

Guidelines for the formation of 
groups are being prepared. Primarily, 
an affiliate: group must be recognized 
as such by Roshi. For this to occur 
there must be a minimum of six people 
meeting regularly to do zazen. In order 
to insure that the zazen is do~e in the 
manner taught at the Rochester Center, 
·at least three of the group I s members 
must also be members of the Zen Center. 
All prospective members of an affiliate ' 
group must first attend a workshop such. 
as the one held in Atlanta. Anyone in
terested in forming or joining an affi
liate group can write to Rochester for 
full information and instructions. 

The benefits of joining an Pffi
'liate group are considerable. Strong 
zazen groups outside of the Rochester 
Center provide a supportiv~ and conducive 
atmosphere in which a person can carry 
on his Zen practice. Tapes of Roshi 1 s 
teishos and other talks are available 
to these affiliate groups only. Fur
ther, by joining an affiliate group 
recognized as such by Roshi, one 
becomes directly linked with his teach
ing and with the Rochester Center. 
Whenever there is a special event or 
ceremony, affiliate groups receive 
folders of activities and schedules so 
that they can commemorate ' Buddhist ob
servances in a manner similar -to that 
at the Rochester Center. Finally, when 
someone who sits regularly with an 
affiliate group applies for membership 
in the Zen Center, he is given first 
preference for a membership interview. 

In the past few moqths the demand 
for workshops and speakers has vastly 
accelerated. Recently workshops have 
been conducted ' in Hatertown, New York, 
at the Hartford Seminary in Hartford, 
Connecticut, at a Rochester-area high 
school, at Geneseo College and the 
University of Rochester. In the fall, 
Roshi will conduct a workshop at the 
Rochester Center for physical _ education 
students from the State University at 
Brockport, in which special emphasis 
will be placed on the subjects of hara 
and the martial arts in rel~tion to Zen. 
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Other kinds of groups also have requested 
workshops; when it is possible to acco
date t11em, special arrangements can be 
made. 

In December Roshi will conduct a 
workshop in Haiti, with the possibility 
of going on to Jamaica and the Virgin 
Islands for further workshops. Nica
ragua has also been tentatively sche
duled as the site for a seminar-work
shop next winter. Roshi has also 
received two invitations to conduct 
workshops and sesshins in Germany. 

The demand for speakers and work
shops and the growth of affiliate 
zazen groups seem to indicate that 
there is a greater interest in Zen 
practice than ever before. The Roch
ester Zen Center will continue to make 
every effort to be responsive to that 
growing interest. 

'i( * >~ 

NORE SESSHINS PLANNED 

112 applications were received 
for the four-day sesshin (secluded 
training period) scheduled to be held 
at the Rochester Center in Nay. In 
order to accomodate all the applicants, 
a second sesshin was arranged to take 
place in the same week, during the 
three days prior to the start· of the 
scheduled four-day training period. In 
this way, all members who applied w,ere 
able to attend either a three- or four
day sesshin. 

These secluded training periods 
are held every month at the Zen Center. 
Norn1ally i a four day training ' period in 
seclusion is held one month, anj a 
seven-day training period the next 
month. All are highly disciplined and 
tightly scheduled. Private rnettings 
(dokusan) with Roshi are held three 
times daily, an<.l a Zen talk (teisho) 
is given by him each morning. A period 
of manual work which lasts one hour 
follows breakfast. The rest of the 
time, from early morning to late at 
night, is devoted to intensive zazen' 
under the guidance and prodding of 
three experienced monitors. 

It is expected that tandem sesshins 
will be h~ld regularly every other month 
from now on. In this way ,the Rochester 
Center hopes to be able to accomodate 
the growing numbers of its members 
wishing to participate in these train
ing period_s. 

DOUGLAS HARDING VISITS CENTER 

Mr. Douglas llarding, of Ipswich, 
England, author of the book On Having 
No Head and other writings, visited the 
Zen Center and led a Dharma Dialogue 
on Nay 9th. Many penetrating questions 
were asked during the lively question
and-answer period following the talk. 
This was Mr. Harding's second visit to 
the Genter, and we are grateful :tor the 
opportunity to have him visit with us. 

ANNUAL PICNIC 

The Center's annual picnic will 
take place on Sunday, June 4th, at the 
Gratwick place in Pavilion, New York. 
The Gratwick place is the home of 
"H." Gratwick, a charter member of. the 
Center, and her husband, Bill. It has 
350 acres of beautiful rolling hills, 
water gardens, a swimming pool, horses, 
sheep, and the "Big House"--a large, 
rambling house commanding a magnifi~ 
cent view. Ue are indeed fortunate and 
grateful to have the Gratwick place made 
available to us for our picnic. 

The picnic provides an unequalled 
oportunity for out-of-town members and 
their fa.mi lies to meet the Rochester 
Sangha and other fnembers. Because of 
the large number of people expected, 
members are asked not to bring any 
guests other than those in their irr11ne
diate families. 

This year there will be a super
vised program for the children as we 11 
as swimming, baseball, volleyball, and 
other physical activities for anyone 
wishing to engage in them, music-making, 
and of course, bountiful food provided 
through the contri1butions of each pic
nicker. 

The picnic will go on even if it 
rains! 
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PARENTS' WEEKEND 

A special weekend for parents of 
Zen Center members has been planned for 
Saturday and Sunday, July 1st and 2nd. 
The weekend will provide an excellent 
opportunity for parents to get a first
hand look at the Rochester Center, to 
meet Roshi and other parents of Center 
members, and to discuss questions of 
concern to them. 

Many activities have been sche
duled. There will be open house at both 
7 Arnold Park and the l'leigs St. house, 
where many of the Center staff live. 
A display of photographs of Center 
activities is planned; a short film 
covering the pilgrimage made by Roshi 
and two disciples to India and Japan 
wi 11 a 1 so be shown. "Why Zen Buddl1ism·? 
The Appeal of the Buddha's llay11 is the 
topic of Roshi 1 s talk, which will be 
followed by a question-and-answer period 
and discussion. There also will be a 
brief period of guided zazen for those 
parents wishing to experience zazen 

-__meditation, as well as a demonstration 
of the chanting which is done every 
morning at the Zen Center. A luncheon 
at the Center and a picnic in the 
country on Sunday are also scheduled. 

SI TTHIG ROBES 

Sitting robes may now be order.ed 
by mail. They are ayailabe in a wash
able, permanent-press fabric for $22.50. 
Three measurements are needed: i:.he 
distance from shoulder to shoulder, 
from shoulder to wrist, and from the 
nape of the neck to the floor. 1The 
colors are dark brown for men, dark 
blue for women • . Include n.so for pack
aging and postage; allow several weeks 
for delivery. If interested, measure
nients and money may be sent to: 

CUSHIONS 

Erika Rasicot, 
788 East Avenue 
Rochester, New York 14607 

Zazen cushions and mats are now 
being made at home by members who pre
viously made cushions at the Center. 
The cushions are made _to Center speci
fications. Order forms and a descrip
tion sheet may be obtained by writing: 

Endless Knot 
284 So. Goodman St. 
Rochester, New York 14607 
(716) 271-6163 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * 
* * 
* REVISED ALL-DAY SITTING SCHEDULE * 

/ 
•I( 'i': 
,'( Because of tandem sesshins and spe- ·k 

'i': cial events, the all-day sitting sche- ·k 

* 
dule has been revised. The new schedule •k 

";'( is as fo !lows: ·k 

·k June 11 September 17 -,'( 

* July 9 " October 22 '" "i': July 30 November 19 ~·( 

* August 13 December 17 "';~ 

* September 3 * ;t: 1'( 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

ZEN BOW is published every other month by the Zen Center, 7 Arnold Park, Rochester, 
New York 14607. Adviser: Roshi Kapleau. Editor: Denali Jbseph, 

0

Art & design: Rafe 
Martin. !Jrawing on page 12: Les ta Frank. Layout: Joe N!ayshark. Photography: Alan 
Goldsmith. Voluntary subscription rate: one year,"$3; two years, $5; three' years, 
$7.50. 
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BUDDHA I S GOLDEN CHAD: OF LOVE 

I 

a link in Lord Buddha's golden chain of love 

that stretches around the world. 

I must keep my link pright and strong. 

will try to be kind and gentle to every living 

and protect all who are weaker than myself. 

I will try to think pure and beautiful thoughts 

and to do pure and beautiful deeds 

knowing that on what I do now 

depends not only my own happiness or unhappiness 

but also that of others. 

May every link in Lord Buddha's golden chain of love 

become bright and strong 

and may we all attain perfect peace. 

• ·· i' 

. , .. · ,, 
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